Stainless Steel Arch Cover

1. Set of four stainless steel covers to fit over the original plastic arches (GAW 117) as fitted by Rover since 1984. ......................... BG2405MS
2. The two stainless steel strips to fit on the body edge blend in perfectly between the contour of the BG2405MS arches ......................... BG2406

NOTE: Beware of cheap copies. These covers fit correctly. They are the original arch covers supplied to Rover.

Fiberglass Panels

8. a. Budget quality bonnet skin without lip as per MK1 Mini and Vans. No fixings ......................... MS114
b. Budget quality bonnet skin with lip for moulding ......................... MS114A
c. Clubman budget bonnet skin. MS115
9. Bootlid double skins or outerskins cannot be fitted using original fixings. Available in MK1/MK3 design.
   a. Bootlid outer skin only MK1 ......................... MS110
   b. Bootlid outer skin only MK3 ......................... MS111
   c. Bootlid inner and outer skin MK1. ......................... MS112
   d. Bootlid inner and outer skin MK3. ......................... MS113
10. Minivan/Estate one piece rear Fiberglass door with window and seal fitted ......................... MS109

Quality of Fiberglass panels are commensurate with prices, obviously the more expensive parts are better to fit and require less trimming and repair of minor flaws. All Fiberglass (with the exception of arches) must be collected by customer.

Sports Pack Arches

3. The last Rover arches, as fitted to the Sportspack Mini from 1997. Made in rubber and stick out 3/4". The bodyline has to be cut away to fit. Finished in correct rubber primer.
   a. Available as set of 4 ......................... MS135
b. separately as listed below.
   R/H/Front Arch ............. DFJ100240LML
   L/H/Front Arch ............. DFJ100250LML
   R/H/Rear Arch ............. DFK100460LML
   L/H/Rear Arch ............. DFK100470LML

The finishing strip between arch and body (as supplied in Kit MS135 & ARCH001). Order individually ......................... DFJ100400
4. The finishing strip between the front and rear arches (not supplied in Kits) Genuine. Order individually ......................... DDJ10002
   Non genuine. Order individually ......................... DDJ10002MS
5. Plastic copy which has not got such a perfect finish - the coating needs proper etch primer for application of paint, but fits equally well as the original. Budget Price! ......................... ARCH001
6. For similar set in fiberglass ......................... MS136

RGM Mini Styling

7. RGM black ABS plastic styling kit includes front, rear spoilers and wheel arch extensions with sill trims built in. Has full fitting instructions and parts required. Can be painted using two pack acrylic paint. Has a cut out in the rear valance for a fog lamp which was fitted from 1982. SK200

Fiberglass Front End

11. Mini, one piece full front end without any cut-outs. Multi purpose specification ......................... MS104
12. Mini, one piece full front end with grill cutout. For Road use. ......................... MS105
13. Pair of brace bars which bolt to front subframe, using one of the existing holes where front panel originally mounted and then bolted to the inner wings. For use with front end shown as item No. 11 & 12 ......................... MS106

Nevada City Adventure

Come join the fun at our annual customer appreciation car show & tour of Gold Country! Takes place on our grounds in the Spring and includes:

* Car Show
* Specialty Vehicles
* Scenic Driving Tour
* Gifts and Goodies
* Product Discounts
* Seminar Sessions
* Music and Much More...

For more details visit our website search ‘Adventure’

Easy on-line ordering at www.minimania.com